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CLOTBA -- The Latest Cryptocurrency Lottery Platform 

that values Equal Opportunity AND earns you BNB! 

 

Clotba is the Equalizer Tokenized Lottery Platform that is audited, reliable and fair. Clotba is addressing 

the problem of a fair game; that is what most tokenized entities (centralized or decentralized) are 

lacking. With “privileged” crowds and influencers alike leading the game to their own benefit, finally, 

a project is launched that is free of the rat race, gold-rush, and influencer disinformation.  

 

“Best of All: Set it and Forget it for Infinite Chances to 

WIN!” 

 

Clotba was designed with the sole idea and dedication to empowering all who believe they 

deserve a chance! We are here to provide equal chances for all to have access to life-changing 

wealth! All you ever need to do is to invest your spare change in Clotba tokens and be in the 

weekly draw every week automatically, a lottery can’t get any better or more fair! 

Entering the Clotba Tokenized Lottery Platform offers three major opportunities for its 

investors:  

• Weekly chance of winning the lottery (if you don’t, you are re-entered automatically 

as long as you hold your tokens). 

• Earn BNB with your Clotba. 

• Set it and forget it! No staking/unstaking fees or downloading just another wallet nor 

moving your coins through a bridge to have the same benefits promised to you in the 

very beginning.  

What is it?  

Clotba is a BEP 20 token and a revolutionary tokenized lottery platform that stands for 

CLOVER+LOTTERY+BABY BNB. 

You’ll be mesmerized as you read on and uncover how to stash more BNB for free by simply 

purchasing Clotba tokens and how you can get equal opportunity and chances to win the pool 

prize every week! 

Owning and Holding 10 Clotba means; Infinite Entries To Win The Pool Prize Drawn Every 

Single Sunday! 

https://clotba.com
https://clotba.com/
https://twitter.com/clotba_dao
https://t.me/clotba
https://www.reddit.com/r/clotba/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3lniEetz4ybiu7r0ZCQ3ZQ
https://github.com/CLOTBA/contract
https://clotba.com/
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Tokenomics 

Through dedicated smart contracts every lottery run on Clotba Pooled Lottery Platform 

contributes to the Clotba Token fund. With every Clotba Token acting as a permanent and 

endless lottery ticket, and min 10 Clotba tokens giving entry into all Clotba Lotteries held every 

Sunday, the Clotba Token offers token holders the chance to win the pooled prize fairly and 

equally.  

Clotba will have a total supply of 50M (50,000,000) tokens with a circulating supply of 47M 

Clotba before we start sending 1% of each token purchase to the incinerator. 

Clotba token purchases incur a 6% transaction fee of which 2% is fed into the lottery prize pool 

to fund and grow the lottery platform. 

But wait, it gets better as the 1% is sent as wood into the oven and 3% drops back in your 

wallet as BNB rewards just like Santa dropping Christmas gifts down the chimney. 

What’s in it for you? 

Clotba is a tokenized platform that gifts each and every one of its holders with access to the 

lottery pool accumulated in the lottery wallet. Clotba holders gain equal chances to win the 

weekly pool prize which grows with more transactions. 

To stand a chance to win and participate in the weekly Clotba lottery held every Sunday at 

18:00 EST, all you need to do is to purchase Clotba tokens. The pool prize grows with a 

percentage from each transaction. This means that all you have to do is to; 

• Acquire your tokens (min 10 Clotba for lottery entry) 

• Keep an eye on the weekly draw and winner address (if you care, winner’s prize will be 

automatically issued to their wallet address anyways) 

• Wait for your turn to land on life-changing wealth! 

One lucky holder will win the total amount in the prize pool every Sunday! 

How does the Clotba platform ensure a fair selection of winners and prove that 

the winning numbers are random and verifiable? 

CLOTBA Contract accumulates the fee first and it waits for someone to make a transaction, there is 

one transaction per week that can run the lottery, cooldown resets on Sunday at the time specified. 

When the lottery is run it takes a list of holders eligible for the lottery (more than 10 tokens - the more 

tokens means the more chance to win) and looks for their balances, and is choosing a winning Wei, 

the person who holds it is the winner. Contract sends awarded BNB automatically. 

https://clotba.com
https://clotba.com/
https://twitter.com/clotba_dao
https://t.me/clotba
https://www.reddit.com/r/clotba/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3lniEetz4ybiu7r0ZCQ3ZQ
https://github.com/CLOTBA/contract
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Clotba has integrated a unique contract to bring provable randomness to the Clotba Tokenized Lottery 

Platform. Integrating industry-leading techology provides us all with access to a tamper-proof and 

auditable random number generator (RNG) that selects the winning wei every Sunday.  

This creates a transparent and trustless user experience for users knowing that they can easily verify 

that the results are fair thanks to the smart contract tech. 

 

How to Get Your CLOTBA Tokens? 

Tokens will be offered at a fair launch process on Pinksale. Join our community channels and 

stay tuned so that you don’t miss the announcement! FAQ and more info available on the 

Clotba project website at clotba.com 

CLOTBA Roadmap 

Clotba has a clear and structured roadmap. There are exciting future plans in place and the 

ecosystem is already underway, including surprise draws and random gift bags to increase 

your odds of winning, and to provide the fairest possible mechanics of any lottery platform. 

Phase 1 

The smart contract and RNG mechanism are created 

White Paper finalized 

Audit finalized 

Fairlaunch ready on Pinksale 

Phase 2 

Beta-launch of the first Sunday lottery 

Clotba token ready for trading 

Heavy PR and social campaigns continue 

Phase 3 

Scaling of the Clotba token to multiple platforms 

Phase 4 

Listing on more platforms and exchanges 

https://clotba.com
https://clotba.com/
https://twitter.com/clotba_dao
https://t.me/clotba
https://www.reddit.com/r/clotba/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3lniEetz4ybiu7r0ZCQ3ZQ
https://github.com/CLOTBA/contract
https://clotba.com/

